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the cross-bending test, in which deflection is measured. The half product of the deflection multiplied by the breaking load is the mathematical measure of the resilience in inch pounds. This can be reduced to an absolute unit by dividing by either the weight or the volume of the bar, and if all the bars tested in this way are rectangular in cross-section and of uniform size from end to end, the unit obtained in the above manner will be comparable, notwithstanding great variations in the dimensions. It is best, however, to have the test specimens always made from the same pattern, using the thickness of metal which corresponds closely to the average thickness of web of the castings required. If uniform test specimens be employed, there is no necessity of dividing the half product of deflection and breaking load by the volume or by the weight, since this volume or weight remains a constant. In this case the relative resilience of the material will be indicated by the product of the breaking load into the maximum deflection. The strength of the material will be indicated by the breaking load alone.
The following specification is the one commonly employed for all castings made for the water department of St. Louis, and is designed to answer the above requirements.
Cast Iron.
All of the iron castings shall be made from a superior quality of iron, remelted in the cupola or air furnace, tough and of even grain, and shall possess a tensile strength of not less than 18,000 pounds per square inch.
Test bars of the metal 3 inches by ^ inch, when broken transversely, 18 inches between supports, and loaded in the center, shall have a breaking load of not less than 1,000 pounds and shall have a total deflection of not less than 3-10 of an inch before breaking.* Said bars to be cast as near as possible to the above dimensions without finishing; but correction will be made by the water commissioner for variations in thickness and width, and the corrected result mubt conform to above requirements.
*The tensile strength may be raised to 20,000 or even to 25,900 pounds per square Inch, while the deflection may be made ^ inch for ordinary g-ood cast iron and % inch for a better quality. For a superior quality it may be made ft inch, with a breaking load of 1250 pounds.

